Edited Interview with Declan Ryan (DR) in Arbutus Lodge, Cork (1113/2005)
Mairtin Mac Con Iomaire (MM) Declan Ryan (DR)
1.

DC:
When they dined, you know. So it was that old money that kept the Russell and the
Hibernian and probably the Red Bank and to a degree Jammets all going. There was no tourism in
it. It was sort of old, old money.

2.

MM:

Sort of Horse Show week and the Spring Show week and they were the big one?

3.

DC:

They were the big ones yeah. You'd earn an extraordinary amount yeah.

4.

MM: Well part of the model I'm following is I'm sitting down talking to people and to come
up with a life history model, you know what I mean. I'm looking at people when they were born,
where they were born, education, sort of were there catering fumilies, that sort of stuff. Looking
for patterns in things like that.

5.

DC:
It was quite extraordinary hitting it in Dublin at that time, as I did. They spoke a Dublin
accent so dense that I could hardly understand what they were saying never mind anything else
(laugh) but there was a tradition of apprenticeship.

6.

MM:

7.

DC:
Oh yes. Born in 1943 and then I worked in the Russell I had already done a hotel
management training course in London, in Hendon College of Technology so because of that the
guys in the Russell kitchen used to call me 'scoff - short for Escoffier because you see I knew all
the classical garnishes and all that sort of thing straight out of my head, they had it in the hands but
I had it in the head (laugh). I had trained in London under chef instructors who had done their
apprenticeship in the Ritz within five or ten years of Escoffier retiring, so I mean I was that close
to a direct link or lineage.

8.

MM: To bring you to that stage had there been, like how many was in your family. What did
your father or mother do or?

9.

DR:
I'll show you the photo's. (pointing to photographs) The Blackthorn House in Cork, a
rather famous Cork institution. That was my grandfather; that was my father. We got into hotel
business almost by accident. What happened was somebody made my father an offer for the
house we were living in that he felt he couldn't refuse. You know, you'd be up against it at times
and he was having difficulty meeting his payments and all this sort of thing and somebody gave
him a big offer. The only thing is he had to be out by a particular day. That was grand. He took
the offer, and then he went looking for somewhere else, and my mother was a difficult woman and
he couldn't fmd anything to please her and eventually he took over a holiday house in Crosshaven
which is down in Cork harbour, belonging to a friend as a temporary thing and then they found a
guesthouse for sale in Crosshaven which was designed by the architect who designed quite
important public buildings in Cork. He was quite a guy.

10. MM:

You were born in Cork.

The Gandon of Cork? (laugh).

A little bit later but I think he designed Cork railway station and things like that but they
11. DR:
bought it with the idea of using as a private house. The only problem was the woman who was
selling it was selling it, well she was selling it now, possession was after her season because she
had bookings which she wanted to honour and we were coming to a stage where the owners of the
house we were staying in wanted to come on holidays and my father was getting desperate, so he
went to the woman and said 'look ifl honour you bookings can we get in no?', so she said 'yes'.
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He said to my mother 'look it doesn't matter if they don't like what we do, they can feck off, we
don't care, we're not going to continue in this business' but in fact they loved the business, they
loved it and there was money in it, so they did it for a couple of years and then there was a guide
to Europe written by the editor ofthe American Esquire Magazine and he mentioned two places in
Ireland and one of them was ours. So the manager of the tourist office in Cork who was a pal of
my fathers and he said to him 'look you're doing a terrific job but you're too far out, I need you in
Cork'. He said 'I know a house that's for sale that would make a perfect hotel, why don't you buy
it?'
12. MM:

The Arbutus?

So my father bought it (Arbutus) for £3,500 in 1960 and the idea was, he had another
13. DC:
friend an architect John Green who was one of the architects who did the Cork Opera House and
who would convert it to a hotel so that was grand, he bought it. John did a plan and the plan
would have cost £50,000 to do. Now he'd spent £3,500 on the place and your man is looking for
£50,000 to convert it to a hotel so my father nearly fainted and he said 'I can't fund that sort thing'
so he said 'can you do it in stages'. 'No' all or nothing. So my father was nearly going bust and
Fergus O'Farrell, do you know the Fergus O'Farrell shop in Dublin? They still have the shop in,
what's the name of the street that the Mansion House is on?
14. MM:

Dawson Street.

Dawson Street, it's at the bottom of Dawson Street. There's an arcade there and they
15. DC:
have a sort of a, a sort of a souvenir shop there and he used to supply souvenirs to the Blackthorn
House in those days and he came down. He became a friend and he came down on one occasion
and my father sort of said to him 'look I'm going mad, what am I going to do? I've nothing to
spend, I can't afford to do what the architect wants' so Fergus got out a player's (cigarette) box
and he said 'look do you see that big room there, you put a corridor there, you put a door there,
you put a door there, that's two bedrooms. See this room here you put a corridor there, a door
there, a door there, a door there, that's three bedrooms, that's five bedrooms and you put a hole
through the wall there and you can tap into that to put out your sink drains and he said you get that
done he said and I'll get the furniture organised for you. I'll make the furniture for you'. So he
went away thinking no more of it and three weeks later my father rang and said 'right we're ready
for the furniture now.' (Laugh).
16. He got a builder and they put up partitions. There's no way they'd pass any kind of a building
code today. Plaster board with sheets of newspaper pinned in between as soundproofing (laugh).
No it wasn't plaster board, it was soft board (laugh) and about the same time while we were living
in Crosshaven one of our neighbours was actually Derry Clarke's aunt. Carrie Roche, Roches
Stores and I used to babysit for them and Carrie was at that stage a thirty year old extremely,
extremely glamorous female. I was about sixteen at the time (sigh) and Carrie told me about her
friend who was the manager of the Rock Hotel in Gibraltar. She said a 'wonderful job hotel
management.' So anytime I was asked what I wanted to do after that coming up to my leaving
cert I'd say 'hotel management' with visions of the Rock Hotel in Gibraltar and the sun setting
over the Mediterranean and swaning around 'and Carrie said ... ' (laugh). Unfortunately somebody
took me at my word and before I knew where I was I had an aunt who was a sort of mover and
shaker and she lived in England and she had me booked in. She had done the research and she'd
got me a place and then I'd come with a bang into the hotel school. Bang just like that (laugh).
So I did a lot of my education in that sense because when I finished the hotel school they placed
me as a trainee manager with a group which no longer exists but at that stage had big oldfashioned hotels. These great big stately piles in the North of England, in Harrogate and places
like that and I think they were a subsidiary of one of the steel companies.
17. MM:

You don't remember the name of the company?
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18. DR:
I think they were probably Russell Hotels or something because the headquarters was the
Russell Hotel in Russell Square in London which is the most extraordinary Victorian pile. You
have to see it to believe it. It looks like a bloody museum, you know. All of these red brick
statues in imposing positions outside and I got a job there, first of all as a placement as a trainee
chef as part, there was this business where you spent so much time working as a chef, so much
time working on reception, so much time working everywhere else, and I'd done all this but my
kitchen placement had been in the Russell. Then I went back to the Russell as a trainee manager.
This is the Russell in London. No connection whatsoever (with The Russell in Dublin).
Eventually my father rang me and said 'look we're up the walls, can you come home'. But I said
'but I want to go on and train further in Germany' . 'Look do Germany later, come home we're
stuck.'
19. So I gave my notice, came home with my black jacket and my striped trousers and my delusions
of grandeur. At that stage he could get trainee managers and manageress out of the Imperial and
Metropole in Cork trained by Dougy Vance who was one of the great trainers of management
people at the time for £10 or £12·a week but what he couldn' t get was anybody to do the cooking.
So there was me with City and Guilds 151 I think it was called or ISla I've forgotten (laugh) and
that's all I had, plus my kitchen experience from the Russell where I ran the pastry when the
pastry chef went sick (laugh). There was quite a big pastry. That was a separate kitchen, quite a
big kitchen at that. And then I got thrown into the deep end here but after a year of it I found that
some of customers knew more about food than I did. There's nothing worse than having your
customers who know more about your job than you do and I bought a copy I think of the Egon
Ronay guide and that said that best restaurant in Ireland was The Russell, and it said quite a lot of
kind things about it and I said this to my father. I said 'look I don't know enough about what I'm
doing, I need to go and get further work experience', and I showed him what it said about the
Russell. And he said 'oh I know Hector Fabron' because at this stage he was already in the Irish
Hotels Federation and Hector was deeply involved in that. They were both on the management
committee of it or something.
20. MM:

He served as President for a term, probably was at that time.

21. DR:

So Hector took me on so I spent a full winter in the Russell and .....

22. MM:

Which year was that?

23. DR:
Probably about '65 or '66. It was a winter so Rolland wasn't there. He'd gone to the
Bahamas with half the brigade and Michael was the head chef and Matt was sauce chef and I the
sauce commis (laugh). And I worked in pastry when I went there first of all with a Belgian, what
was his name- Guido Nostradama. Guido was one of the most ugly men I think I ever met but he
was a really good pastry chef and I got on very well with Guido and worked very well with him, I
was very happy working with him. In fact when I came home, I mean having worked the winter
in the Russell and having met my wife in Dublin, my wife to be in Dublin, Guido came down, he
was just finishing in the Russell and he worked with me for a little while and we did buffets and
we did everything and Guido said 'you know you're going to have a Michelin star here in about
three years, four years time' and I couldn't wait that long for a Michelin star, but he was right
(laugh). And it took me probably six years but he was fairly right in that I did achieve the
Michelin star.
24. MM:

So he came down with you? What do you remember of the Russell?

They were the greater shower of gurriers that God ever made. They fought like devils
25 . DR:
and they cooked like angels and they were, I mean I think Rolland had beaten them into shape. I
don't think you'd get away with the sort of tactics he must have used in these guys today, but they
could cook like magic. They only knew the one way: Rolland' s way. That was the important
thing.
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26. MM:

Was Arthur McGee there at that stage? He'd gone had he?

27. DR:
Arthur McGee the name doesn't ring a bell. Michael (note: Jackie Needham is who he
means) had been the sauce chef and he was promoted to head chef when Rolland wasn't there.
Michael was a genius of a sauce chef In fact Rolland used to say that he was one of the best in
Europe and I think he could have been right. I know he developed a terrible thirst afterwards
(laugh) but the guy could get a sauce. I learnt an awful lot about sauce making from him and how
he did it and how he got it right and you know what he did. I learnt an awful lot from him but I
was lucky afterwards in that I the manager of the Irish tourist office in Paris came over and he
liked what we were doing and we sat him down and we were talking to him and I said to him I
don't know what I'm doing. I had written two or three cases in France, one stars and they're not
even giving me a reply. He said 'look I'll get you into Troisgros' and three I four weeks later he
rings up and he says 'ring Pierre Troisgros, it's all organised you can go' .
28. MM:

Roanne is it?

29. DR:
Roanne, yeah. Now this was, I mean after La Pyramide, Troisgros was the leader of the
nouvelle cuisine brigade. Paul Bocuse and Jean Troisgros.
30. MM:

Jean and Pierre Troisgros were the two brothers.

31. DR:

Yes but only one of them worked in Pyramide.

32. MM: Sorry they were the sons. I'm just after finishing the Bernard Loisseau book, The
Perfectionist and who else worked there Guy Savoy. Guy Savoy trained there as well.
It was the old boy, a bit like my father, my father didn't know anything about cooking but
33 . DR:
he encouraged me all the time and the difference was that old man Troisgros was a hard task
master and anything that wasn't true, anything that wasn't honest it was cinema, and that was his
most dismissive term. He said du cinema and I met Jean-Baptiste I think his name was and that's
where I learnt to shake off the shackles ofEscoffier. Up to then I felt I was cheating ifl didn't do
things the classical way. And there I went to Troisgros and they didn't do it the classical way.
They simplified it. They had self-confidence and I mean some of the things they were doing,
would have been things that I would have instinctively wanted to do but was feeling guilty about
doing so I sort of flew from there on, you know, I was quite prepared to chance my arm at
anything after that.

34. MM:

How long were you there?

I was there for a month and it was the most releasing month of my life. I mean I'd get up
35. DR:
5.30 a.m. to work with the pastry chef and then I'd start in the main at 8.30 a.m. and I'd work
through till 11 p.m. that night. Okay, it was a split shift but even so! I mean by the time 11 p.m.
came around I can tell you the eyes were in bits having been up since 5.30 a.m. (laugh) but that's
how I learnt. The Oeufs a Ia Neige and things like that were very much part of the Troisgros
Chariot des Desserts and I mean I came home and we simply what Troisgros had been doing.
Now, we had Michelin star already, we'd got the Michelin star.
36. MM:

How many stars had Troisgros at that time?

37. DR:
Three. And they kept three the whole way through because afterwards the eldest son, who
was Claude Troisgros, Pierre's eldest son, Pierre rang up and said 'since you have the /'etoile de
l'Ille- the star of the Island- will you take my son?' Of course I took him (laugh). If Troisgros
wanted it, Troisgros got it, as far as I was concerned (laugh) and he worked for me as sauce chef
and then went back to France and couldn't settle after Ireland because we weren't, while the lads
worked hard they played hard and he found it very liberating and he couldn't cope with the sort of
the rigidity in France afterwards. So he had a row with the father and he went off to Brazil and he
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ran a big kitchen in a big hotel in Copacabana beach and then he married a Brazilian girl and he
now I think has two restaurants in Brazil and he's had one restaurant in New York which I think
the lease ran out on it or something like that but it was one of the most talked about, while it was
there, but I had a lovely story. One of my customers at the time was saucier for me, her husband
was a lawyer and they went to a law conference in Brazil, and they were staying in a hotel and
whatever meal she got she called the waiter over and she said 'have ye got a French chef?' and he
said 'madam all the kitchen brigade are French here', 'ah, but have you got a French chef whose
worked in Ireland?' , and out came Claude (laugh).
38. MM:

Recognised him by his sauce?

39. DR:

Recognised the sauce and I'm deeply impressed with that I can tell you.

40. MM:

So you came from training in the Russell in England, being called back home . ....

Not knowing, and with· my City and Guilds and no more. Working for say a year,
41. DR:
realising how little I knew and going to the Russell for the winter. Then getting a reputation on
food. I mean by 1970 we had, we were in the Good Food Guide, we were in the Egon Ronay
Guide and one American had said we were listed as one of the outstanding restaurants in Europe,
so I mean we were hitting it by 1974, really were hitting it.
42. MM:

Do you know when Egon Ronay started here? I know Michelin started in 1974.

43. DR:

I don't know.lt had to be in the '60s. (note: Egon Ronay covers Ireland first in 1963)

44. MM:

Because you hadn't even read about it, I'll trace that back myself

45 . DR:
The thing was I was using the Good Food Guide and the Egon Ronay Guide but I think it
was the Egon Ronay that excited me, funnily enough I met the chief inspector for Egon Ronay
afterwards who he was a withered old Hungarian who had an absolute weakness for Mille Feuille.
If you did a good Mille Feuille, you were there (laugh) and as it happens we used to used in the
early in days, we used to have a policy that anybody who was on their own who sounded
interested when we sat down to eat ourselves which was when everybody else was fmished we sit
in a little alcove we'd invite them to join us for a drink and we invited him over and we were
going the following day on our holidays to the Strand in Rosslare, Kelly's and he was going back
the following day so we invited him to have dinner. We invited the Egon Ronay inspector (laugh)
to have dinner with us in Kelly's.
46. MM:

And did you realise it was him.

47. DR:

Not at all he told us afterwards.

48. MM:

Serendipity.

49. DR:
But he was one of our fans through the years and he nominated us for three stars from
Egon Ronay and I can remember that happened in 1981 /1982 and Ronay came over with Johnny
Apple, R.W. Apple who I think he was the New York Times' European correspondent and R.W.
Apple was one of the great gourmet and he was a great pal of Egon Ronay and the two of them
flew in to Cork, had lunch and flew out again.
Note: We are joined by Bens, a French pastry chef living in Cork
50. The Michelin people are so powerful, even in Ireland they're kind of powerful, though they
weren't powerful enough for me unfortunately but I know that they went to Michel Troisgros,
who's the son who took over the business and said look the place isn't quite up to the three star,
you'll have to do something with it and he knocked the whole building down and rebuilt it.
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51. MM:

To maintain the three stars?

To keep the three stars and the rooms now are just amazing. I would say that anybody
52. DR:
who wants to defme excellence almost has to go and see what Troisgros do, because they do it so
well. I mean he was chef of the year last year with Gault Mil/au and I mean I got there for my 60th
birthday and then he wouldn' t charge us. Thanks be to God!!! (laugh). So it's a pretty amazing
place. The standards are just.. ... Troisgros are the tops now. I know that Ronay, not Ronay,
Gault Millau the only place they' d ever given a sort of a perfect mark to has been Troisgros.
53 . MM: They gave 20 out of 20 to Bernard Loiseau (pointing to a book) this is called The
Perfectionist: Life and Death in Haute Cuisine, it is about Bernard Loiseau who trained with the
Troisgros brothers and then had the Cote d'Or.
54. DR:
You see the Troisgros, they were generosity itself, and the kitchen was staffed, they was a
permanent saucier, a permanent pastry chef and everybody else was a stagiere. There was one or
two apprentices all right, but mainly they were stagieres just going through and they had their
management system worked so well that you could walk into their kitchen and on the first night
you could be given a job and you could do to a Troisgros standard and then they' d block build,
they could extend you. Quite extraordinary but that was management, that was using the brain. It
was absolutely brilliant. I mean I used to do the Salmon with sorrel sauce which was one of their
signature dishes. I was doing that within a week of arriving there. Now I mean.
55. MM:

They made their name on that. That was the dish that defmed them?

But everything was extremely simple. If there was a way of simplifying a dish they
56. DR:
simplified it, and I mean to this day I have an instinctive distrust of cinema, something with too
fussy a garnish, labour intensive for the sake of being labour intensive, as is a certain rather
famous restaurant in Dublin!!! This wasn't the Troisgros philosophy. Troisgros philosophy was
get the flavour right, get things to balance and keep it simple and that's what they did.
57. MM:

And did very well.

58. DR:
And yes I mean there was about twenty in the kitchen and we all worked like mad.
mean we really worked hard but I mean I can remember Jean Troisgros coming in to the larder and
trying to teach his dog to jump over the larder table. Can you imagine that in Ireland? (laugh)
And the only time I saw him really cross and the only time I think I ever got a real bollocking
there was the staff supper was usually about 5.30 p.m. and on this particular night it was a soup
and when I got it was totally unseasoned, and I seasoned it up and ate it, and the next thing Jean
arrives in down to the kitchen and he goes through the entire brigade, 'did you have the soup?' and
' did you do anything about that seasoning?', because it was given to all of the rest of the staff as
well you see.
59. MM:

But the fact that you had adjusted the seasoning?

60. DR:
No, the fact as we as professionals, as chefs had let this go without comment. Were we
chefs or what were we? How dare we? The only time I ever got fucked out of it. We were all
murdered!! murdered!! ... And this was a staff meal that was unseasoned, but you see, that was the
mentality that you were working with. The extraordinary thing is there was no tolerance of
mistake, and there were no mistakes made. Now I mean, in my own kitchen, I know mistakes
were made all the bloody time, and I couldn't ever get across to them, no mistakes but that's how
it worked. Extraordinary place.

61. MM: You see you came back and you took over the kitchen. Your brother then took over with
the front of house or was your father looking after the front of house?
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62. DR:
My father was doing the front of house and I took over front of house in 1970. I had
done sort of five or six years in the kitchen at that stage and that's probably enough to do you
know (laugh) and at that stage I also had the problem that I needed somebody out front who could
sell what I was doing, you see. This was my problem and that's why I came (out) front originally.
I mean the thickos that I had front of house couldn't understand what I was trying to do, or explain
to customers.
63. MM:

They couldn't articulate your business sort of thing?

64. DR:
Yeah that's it because I could sell it myself. And that worked, and I was lucky at that
stage I got a chef who would do what I wanted doing. Now later on, he became a liability because
he couldn't change. There was only the one way the way he had learned originally, and the little
short cuts he had slipped into it, but I couldn't get him to change and that's why I was thrilled to
Claude Troisgros working for me because they'd take change from him whereas they wouldn't
from me (laugh).
65. MM:

Right. How many were in your family?

66. DR:
Five of us. Three sisters and the one brother Michael, and Michael we sent to
train ..... Hector Fabron got him working for, what's the name of the famous traitor in Place de
Madeleine in Paris? Fauchon
Discussion on Poulain, the famous Parisian baker.
67. DR:
No Michael worked with Fauchon to start with and then at that stage we were beginning
to do trips to France on wine because at that stage we began to get a serious reputation for our
wine list and we used to visit Louis Latour and all of these guys and on one of these (visits) we
stayed in Romorantin which is near Chablis because were visiting Chablis the following morning.
And Patsy met the patron, they were doing some sort of building work at the time and there was
just the one toilet and she met him inside in the loo (laugh) and invited him back to the table and
we sat down and we sort of said 'by the way my brother is looking for somewhere to do a stage,
would you give him a stage and we had the guy so drunk he said 'of course yeah no problem' and
that's why he got in there and at that stage Romorantin had two stars and eventually it went to
three stars, I think it's back to two now because the father has retired and it's the son running it,
but I mean it's the most luxurious of places. You'd spend a €1,000 a night not a bother, you
know. I mean it's a seriously expensive place, but it is beautiful. Again we stayed there for
nothing (laugh) and eventually he sent his, the young man there sent his fiancee Brigette to learn
English to Arbutus so she spend a year as a stagiere working with me. That was terrific as well.
She was a nice girl.
68. She's the lady of the house there now. Michel Loren was the father and again he would have been
dismissed as cinema by old man Troisgros. I have another way of putting it which came up at a
management conference I once I went to. 'The mountains are in labour and a mouse is born'. All
this work, all this fuss. Troisgros never lost the sight of the big picture, the big picture was what it
was all about. Brilliant, absolutely brilliant.
69. MM: I think what's happened as well, times have changed, you know what I mean, and
fashions have changed?
70. DR:
And now they have a menu a l 'ancienne. An old fashioned menu, where all these so
called modern things, modern classics are now on it and they've moved on again completely.
71. MM:
style.

Now Troisgros's son, when he took over, he embraced the whole Japanese simplicity and
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72. DR:
He's very influential in Japan but there was always a Japonais in every two or three star
kitchen at that stage in the '70s there was a Japonais working there. And the funny thing is,
nobody could tell one Japonais from another so on a guy's day off he'd slip in another guy and
they sort of worked, they knew each other, you see, and they told each other how something was
done and they would, like me, spend their money on going to another three star and eating while
they were (off duty), you know, and they knew what was on the menu and how it was done and all
this sort of thing and they'd go and work there and nobody ever knew (laugh). But the Japanese
were great. I got on very well with them. In fuct I went to, what's his name, Alan Chapel. I went
to Chapel with the Japonais when I was there and I mean his speciality was a Gateau du Foie
Blonds. It was like .....
73. MM:

White liver?

Yeah he was using chicken livers almost like afoie gras and I mean the Japonais could
74. DR:
tell me how it was done. I mean this thing when you just cut into it (licking of lips) I can still
remember the texture of it (laughter).
75 . MM:

You'remakingmehungry!

But I'll never forget that Gateau du Foie Blonds and Michael got to work in (Alain)
76. DR:
Chapel afterwards. We got him in there as well (laugh).
77. MM:

Had he been home in between?

He had been home in between, yeah he had. So we used the French connection. The
78. DR:
French at that level are very good at networking and once they accept you, you can get into any of
them because they'd pick up the phone and they'd ask somebody for you. They were great. But
the generosity of Troisgros and the openness of Troisgros was just stunning absolutely stunning
but the father was the character (laugh).
79. MM:

Jean Baptist.

Jean-Baptiste, yeah. And I know that in America now one of the top restaurants the Zuni
80. DR:
Cafe. I have a friend called Frank Riordan who is from St Louis, and that girl was a neighbours
child and she wanted to do an exchange to France and whatever arrangements they had fell
through and they asked Frank who was a friend of the Troisgros if he could organise anything so
he rings up Jean Troisgros and says 'what can we do?, do you know anybody who would take her'
and so the next thing he gets a phone call 'tell her to come and the exchange will be our daughter
Catherine will be staying with you' (laughter). He couldn't believe it.
81. So she came and Frank said to her 'right, everything that Jean Baptist says to you, write it down',
so she kept a diary and he formed her food philosophy. Now she wasn't working in the kitchen.
She was going to school there and learning French but he formed her food philosophy by sitting
down and talking food and dining with the family every night. And now she's one of the best in
the world.
82. MM:

It's a real spider's web isn't it?

Discussion on Frank Riordan's understanding ofHaute Cuisine and French Gastronomy

83. MM: You've mentioned that at one stage you had two separate one stars. How did that come
about?
84. DR:
In 1981 I bought the Cashel Palace Hotel and six months later the Michelin Guide came
out and we were in it with a star.
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85. MM:

That was only for two years was it or so that it was in there.

86. DR:
Yeah and I had it for one of those years and then I had to sell it because that was the year
that bank interests went up to 25% and VAT went up by 8% in the one year. And I had a £250,000
borrowed.
87. MM:

Chez Hans was there.

88. DR:
Hans was there at the time and Hans got a star as well. We were competing. I mean we
were great friends.
89. MM: But there's nothing like competition itself, you know what I mean, because it keeps
people sharp and plus it brings people in?
90. DR:
But in fact there weren't enough people. I mean we traded well, we did very well there.
I mean, we turned over more in bar food in the buttery there, in the basement sort of little
restaurant, off the main road, than the whole hotel had turned over the previous year before we
bought it. I bought it off Vincent O'Brien (Horse Trainer). But I mean, we did get a Michelin star
and I mean that was stunning, because they trusted us enough to give us a Michelin star after only
being there for six months. Unbelievable, so we had the two places then and I had Michael
running here (Arbutus) and I was up above.
91. MM: I got from Derek Brown (Editor of Michelin Guide), he sent to me a chart with all the
Michelin's in Ireland from 1974 to 2000 but I was looking at this, you know, the way you see sort
ofblips, you see some coming out like the Cashel Palace, but now I understand why.
92. DR:
I just moved the sort of operation up to Cashel. We sort of duplicated what we were
doing here. We put in a lobster tank and we had fresh lobsters there, and we had all that sort of
thing going and there was a good customer base of people. There was a lot of money there.
93. MM:

Rich farmers and the horses .....

94. DR:
The horses in particular. Unbelievable. They were the days of the £50 tips. Jesus Christ.
I mean I wasn' t making a £50 profit on the bloody meal that was served but the staff were getting
a £50 tip out of it (laugh). But the problem was, ... that made you look at your tips, that's bad,
very bad and I was worried about that. Very worried about that, but sure, anyway that's about it.
What else can I tell you?
95. MM: When you were in Dublin, now when you went to Dublin did you sample, now you were
there 1965 now Jarnmets closed 1967 , did you eat there?
96. DR:
I ate in Jammets in basement, because that was the only way I could afford to, with the
smell of the gents toilets coming out at you (laughter). But it was slow, but the food was pretty
good. It was a good classical kitchen.
97. MM:

Was Marc Faure there was he or. .... ?

98. DR:
I have no idea who was there, no idea. I never saw the main restaurant, it was only the
basement I ate in with the concrete floor and you sort of sat up at the bar counter and you waited,
and you waited until they had time to serve you.
99. MM:

That was the oyster bar, is that what it was called?

100.DR:
I don't know what it was called. I used to take my then fiancee there for dinner. The Red
Bank was the other one we really liked at that time.
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lOl.MM:

How was that?

102 .DR:
Ah it was beautiful, lovely. The food there was simpler and they weren't over ambitious,
they kept things simple and right. That was what I liked about it cause I've always been
suspicious of too fussy food ever since.
103 .MM: How do you think, had Michelin been around in those days, in the '60s. You know I
suppose it' s always hard to tell because you can't really look back in that way.
104.DR:
The Red Bank might have had one but it would have been slightly iffy. The Russell
definitely would have had one, the Hibernian would have had one. I don' t think anybody else
would... .. The Gresham was crap. Now the Gresham might have had a big reputation but I
remember eating there and Jesus the green beans tossed in margarine, why did they bother?
(laugh)
105.MM: I think once Uhlemann Tetired, I think things went down as such. And I think it was
trading on his reputation a lot.
106.DR:
It was. It was very sad. I know at the time we didn't think much of the Shelbourne but I
never actually ate there at that particular time. I ate in the Saddle Room later but I know it wasn't
one that sort of caught the imagination at the time.
107.MM: Do you remember the Tandoori rooms? Mike Butt or sorry was it the Golden Orient or
maybe the Tandoori ... .?
108.DR:
Yeah I remember Mike Butt and got on quite well with him. I mean, to me he was more
a sort of a press personality than anything else, like your man who was out.. ...
109 .MM:

The Mirabeau. Sean Kinsella.

llO.DR:

Oh Lord.

lll .MM: I'm trying to think who else the '50s, the mid '60s now I'm trying to think what else was
there at the time. There was a lot of sort of middle of the road stuff, like the Green Roosters and
there was sort .... .
112.DR:
There was all these sort oflate night places, you know, theatrical with all the things up on
the walls. Trocadero, that sort of thing was there all right but the centres of excellence that I can
remember were Jammet's and the Red Bank and the Russell and Hibernian and I would certainly
have rated the Russell as being infinitely the better of those, because Hector was a perfectionist. I
only learned that, much, much later, in that Hector had forgotten more than I would have ever
know, you know. I remember going to Jaboulet's (Rhone Valley Winemakers) for the first time
and tasting a particular wine and saying 'brilliant' to find out that the exclusiveness for Ireland lay
with the Russell. The only person who could have that wine in Ireland was the Russell. He had
agreed it with Gerard (laugh).
113 .MM: But he had trained in the best. He had trained in the Savoy and he spent a while in
Prunier's as well and stuffbut he was in the Savoy.
114.DR:
He and my parents were best of friends afterwards and they used to go around together an
awful lot and he used to come to Arbutus an awful lot and I know that. .. ..
115 .MM:

He married a Clare woman was it. Was she from Ennis or somewhere like that?
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116.DR:
But I know that he arrived down on one occasion with a copy of the menu from the last
night of the Russell (signed) 'To Declan, worthy carrier of the gastronomic flag', you know
(laugh) which was very touching. You know which was very nice of him.
117 .MM:

Do you have it?

118.DR:

I have it somewhere. I mean I have a file of all of that stuff, you know.

119.MM: When was the restaurant handed over, when did your parents step back? Was you mother
involved in Arbutus or was it just your father?

Figure DR.l: Photo of Michael and De clan Ryan, Arbutus Lodge, Cork

120.DR:
Well my mother originally ran the kitchen but once I came back from England she sort of
pulled back and I got lumbered with it and my problem was the steak and chips and the prawn
cocktail (brigade) and I wasn't into any of that.
121.MM:

I know, but you had to put it on?
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122.DR:
No, this was it and I would loose customer rather than do it for them and it used to drive
my father spare, but fair dues, he backed me, he did back me. I mean I don' t know how he didn't
hang me to be honest, you know (laugh). Because they were doing a sort of a middle of the road,
good home cooking sort of thing and I come in with my ideas, my fancy ideas (laugh) and he let
me away with it. Personally, I would think I would have throttled me if positions were reversed
(laugh).
123.MM: How were things moving at that time because you know you see that there's sort of what
they call I suppose the gastronomic renaissance that happened where Cork had been a desert for
years.
124.DR:
At that stage Cork was the most exciting place in the country because you had
Ballymaloe, you had ourselves (Arbutus Lodge) and you had Ballylickey and we were the three
best in the country.
125 .MM:

But this all happened in the mid 60s.

126.DR:
You see tourism began to play a part. You see the old aristocracy who were supporting
the places in Dublin were dying out, the ones from Powerscourt and people like that were going to
the Russell. They were beginning to die out and it was tourists that were giving me the main
impetus for excellence because they appreciated what I was doing. I mean there was a good solid
local backing as well, but not a knowledgeable. The knowledge was coming in during the
summer.
127.MM: You know it's funny because the sort of pattern, the more you look at it the pattern
becomes sort of, as in the old money in Dublin and that was dying out didn't seek change. They
really wanted the traditional dishes, the traditional Escoffier type dishes that they had grown up
with and that was it and that type of service whereas things were changing on the continent and
then it's with the new blood and coming from France and from around you that you saw then this
sort of change.
128.DR:
And I think I was probably the first person in Ireland to have gone to France and looked
at what was happening in France and being mind blown by it. I remember the first three star
Michelin meal I ate in France. It was Les Baux de Provence - Oustau de Baumanier and I had
asparagus, a plate of asparagus, the spears were that size (indicating with finger) and boiled like
that.
129.MM:

Oh my God. Now was this white asparagus or green asparagus.

130.DR:
No this was green asparagus, I think and after than I had a leg oflamb between two of us,
stuffed, bone out, stuffed with kidneys in pastry, carved at the table. Oh no, no, I mixed up the
actual starter. The first course was a Gateau de Ris de Veau- veal sweetbreads in pastry that size,
they were just between the two of us.
13l.MM:

Nearly like apithiviers sort of thing.

132.DR:
Yeah, so you had this as a starter and then you had the asparagus and then you had the leg
of lamb and then brought along a sweet trolley (laugh). You know how your tummy tells you
when you've had enough to eat? This food was so good, it was so exciting that the normal controls
didn't work. And we had a food hangover that lasted three days after it. Stunning, stunning. And,
when I can tell the meal now and that was 1968/ 1969, the first time I ate there, and I still
remember the meal!!! It says a lot (laugh). Thirty-six years later!!!
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133.MM: We had the situation now (late 1960s) where Cork suddenly took off. Ballylickey was
owned by the Graves, and he had a Michelin star. Myrtle Allen was in Ballyrnaloe and she, you
know, you can see the Graves had the French connection.
134.DR:
He had all French chefs. His wife is French. I don't know about what her family was. I
mean his connection was with Robert Graves, the poet. He was the step-son of Graves.
135 .MM: But he'd had the French connection, then you'd the French connection through Troisgros
and through Rolland indirectly through Rolland and there was no French connection with Myrtle.
But, what happened there is that she did what she wanted .. ...
136.DR:
since.

No she just concentrated on raw materials and has concentrated on raw materials ever

137.MM:

And was rewarded for it.

138.DR:

Absolutely, absolutely

139 .MM:

How about say the likes Killsale. Was there ever anything, was that just. ... ?

140.DR:
There was nothing serious. That was just a very, very good PR exercise. There was
nothing ever. Certainly I never saw anything that I admired down there. I mean there was at one
stage, miles and miles and miles later a guy that had trained with me opened a restaurant there, an
American, but in general no.
141.MM:

It was nice food but it wasn't serious?

142.DR:

Touristy.

143.MM: I didn't live through that time, I've read up about the time, but it's good to try and get the
opinion of somebody who has been there, and who has experienced the Russell and who can make
a comparison, you know?
144.DR:

I remember at one stage in Dublin going one night to a restaurant called the Soup Bowl.

145.MM:

Peter Pourri?

146.DR:
The Soup Bowl was the bee's knees and we ate in the dark off melamine plates we drank
wine which was good quality but it was too young and the following night we went to the Russell
where we ate in splendour with superb silver and a bottle of wine that I spent years trying to
repeat. It was Les Bonnes Mares and it was one of the greatest Burgundy's I've ever drunk and
the meal in the Soup Bowl cost me more and it was crap. And it was the nouveau riche Dubliners
who knew nothing as against the old style where you actually had to know something to realise
how good it was. (laughter)
147 .MM:

He was some operator Peter Pourri?

148.DR:

He was yeah. He was an operator all right.

149.MM:

I believe he had a lot of waitresses .....

150 .DR:

Or dolly birds .... .

151.MM: And a lot of actresses yeah who worked as waitresses and one of the reasons was because
they were able to remember the lines and they used to learn their lines, so they were able to learn
because I think the menu was done off a blackboard sort of thing so they'd say this, this and this is
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on tonight. But was there anywhere else in Dublin like that, at that time or things that you
remember or .. ...
152.DR:

Not that I can think of. If my wife was here she might remember them but she's not so.

153.MM:

So would you have gone to Dublin much in the '70s or '80s.

154.DR:
A fair bit because my wife is from Dublin. I met her while I was working in the Russell
and we married in 1968.
155.MM:

Was she in the business? Is that how you met her?

156.DR:
No she wasn't. She was in the bank but we used to go up to Dublin fairly often to visit
the in-laws and all this sort of thing and then we'd go out for dinner while we were in Dublin and
all this sort of thing, you know cause I mean I've always reckoned that I learn as much by eating
in restaurants as I ever did while working kitchens.
157.MM: Absolutely yeah. Again I've brought the students to L'Ecrivain on Saturday because I
think it's such an important part of their education, you know.
158.DR:
Yes, and no where better. The last meal I had there I think was I think it was the best
meal, no the second last meal that I ever had there I think it was the best meal I've eaten in
Ireland. Full stop, full stop!!!
159 .MM:

Where did you, you mentioned Mr. Kinsella earlier on, did you eat in the Mirabeau?

160.DR:
I remember going in and they had this sort of buffet as you went in of food on display
and then they arrived to the table, 'your duck this evening sir', 'you sole this evening madam', and
I remember the whiff off the sole and the duck was already cooked but I mean it was just vulgar.
It was again the nouveau riche.
161.MM: Do you remember a fella called Noel Cullen, he took over as head chef in the Gresham
and he was head chef in the Shelbourne at another stage but seemingly at one stage he had brought
quality in the Gresham up .
162.DR:

Noel Cullen he was in the Circle of Chefs wasn't he?

163.MM:

He was one of the people who really got the Panel of Chefs going.

164.DR:
The Panel of Chefs and another guy who had his son funnily training in the Russell and
he was the chef for Ranks.
165.MM:

OhMarleywasit.

166.DR:

Marley.

167 .MM:

Michael Marley.

168.DR:

Michael Marley. The son was Michael as well I think. Michael junior.

169.MM:

Now I wasn't as familiar with the son.

170.DR:
I don't know what's happened to the son but Michael Marley was quite an important
influence on me in a way because I got asked to do an Irish food fortnight in Rotterdam, because
we had a management consultant who used to stay with us who was interested in food and who
used to consultant in this hotel, the Ryan Hotel in Rotterdam, and I got this formal invitation to do
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this and I said to my father 'I can' t do this, I haven't the experience' , so we passed it on to the
Panel of Chefs or to Bord Failte, who passed it onto the Panel of Chefs. I'm not sure quite how it
went now but I know it ended with Michael Marley doing it, and I remember he did all sort of
Irish things. He did pork chop Renmore with apple and honey and cream and he did chicken
Hibernia which I robbed from him in Rotterdam and it became our signature dish (laugh).

Figure DR.2: Postcard of Arbutus Lodge, Cork
171.MM:

So you went with him .

172.DR:
Yes. I got invited because I had done the original organising of the thing I was still
invited over for the week, well they did it for a fortnight, but I stayed there for a week I think.
And what I did was I went over and I stayed there for the week and I was in the kitchen watching
how things were done and all that sort of thing and then that was 1974 because I went on to
Troisgros after that and then I came back and I used those dishes plus Troisgros dishes and that's
where we really took off then.
173.MM: Because 1974 was the first year of the Michelin in Ireland and then I think eight or I can' t
remember how many solid years, you were there every year.
174.DR:

We were there untill985 anyway, 1985/1986 something like that

175.MM: So that shows actually that you had by the time you got to go for the Troisgros you had
quite a bit experience of practice under your hand so it meant that you were in a position when you
went there you could understand and use your time there well.
176.DR:
I did, by God I used every minute I was there, every second of it but I can remember
hearing Jean Troisgros saying that I was no chef, and he was right in the sense that I was more an
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ideas person rather than a hands on person, and having said that I was still doing the samaun au
l'osseil and I was still doing the gratin dauphinoise and all that sort of thing and I didn't have the
French but the interesting thing was there was an American, he was a French language teacher so
was staying in the hotel and he was interested in food and he asked if he could come into the
kitchen, and he used to come in and he'd talk to all the lads and he could talk about politics and
football and everything like that and I couldn't do that, and I wouldn't even know what they were
talking about half the time, but once the service started he couldn't understand a word they were
saying, and I knew exactly what they were saying.
177 .MM:

Because the Russell had been totally French?

178.DR:
No, more than that. They wouldn't say 'deux cote de bouf!f sauce beaujolais a Ia moelle ',
they would say' deux moe/le '. And I'd pick that up and I knew what I had to do then, you know, I
had to get the dishes of gratin under the salamander and so forth. (laugh) I knew exactly what was
happening and who was doing what and what had to be done and he couldn't make out a word of
it and yet he had fluent French and I didn't (laugh). It was interesting.
179 .MM: There seemed to have been a move around that time, those '70s, the mid '70s about this
idea of sort of creating these Irish dishes as you say, you know, Supreme de Vollaile Hibernia ,
chicken Hibernia, you know?
180.DR:
Michael Marley was the guy who had been doing that and I just robbed it on him, but I
then refined it further because I put things like drisheen on the menu. I went right back to the
drisheen, the local blood sausage, sheep bloods sausage with tansy sauce because tansy is what
they used to flavour the driseen with when they were making it in the old days and they had
stopped putting in the tansy.. ...
181.MM:

Tansy, remind me again, is it a flower or something?

182.DR:
Tansy is a weed or an herb depending on your definition. Somebody put it nicely to me,
they said 'an old fashioned herb, the sort granny used to use'. But I know I told them about it on
the BBC, the food programme, Radio 4 on one occasion and it came out that it was an
abortificient, so now I'm wondering what granny had been up to (laugh). The other thing we did,
we used to do crubeens.
183 .MM:

And did you bone them out and all that?

184.DR:
No what we did was Pied de Pore pane except we mixed the crumbs with Cork mixed
spice, the ones that they used for the spiced beef in Cork so they were slightly spiced. It was
really a very a version of Pied de Pore a Ia Saint Malo . But it was a variation of that using Cork
spiced beef and there was an old boy in the market who gave me his recipe for spice mix and all
this thing to put into it and I remember there was a guy we used to buy the crubeens off of. He
was Cappoquin Bacon. He was one of the Murphys from Cappoquin and he used to say you'd get
more for a pair of crubeens than we get for a hundredweight, because they used to export to the
West Indies by the container load. I used to say 'it's all in the bandages' (laugh). What we used
to do we'd split two of them, bandage two of them onto a splint and then cook them very, very
slowly so that they kept their shape, they didn't burst out or anything and then we'd split them in
half, dip them in butter and in dried spices, crumbs and then we'd put them under the salamander.
185.MM:

So you'd have them boned out, like you'd cook them ... .. ?

186.DR:
butter.

No they weren't boned out. They were slow cooked, you'd go through the bones like
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187.MM: But that's interesting because you'd use the same sort of technique that we used for
cooking a lobster if you want it for a showpiece, you know, with the board on it as such to keep it
from (curling up)
188.DR:
Yes, and what we'd do then is let set in the jelly. We'd cook them with white wine and
carrots and everything like that and you'd have a big pot in at the back of the cold room of jelly
and then you'd just take one out when an order came in and you'd split it in half, peel it off the
board, peel off the bandage, split it in half, melted butter, dried crumbs and then under salamander.
When it was bubbling it was ready. Dead simple. So we had crnbeens, and we called them
crnbeens you and we had the tripe and drisheen, and we had tripe and onions on in the bar and we
had the drisheen with tansy sauce on in the restaurant.
189.MM:
it?

Now was the tansy sauce a bit like the sorrel sauce or was it a cream sauce or what was

190.DR:
tansy.

It was an old fashioned peppery buttery white sauce with a little tansy on it. A little bit of

19l .MM:

Like a bechamel. A peppered bechamel with the tansy.

192.DR:
And the point is if we put in too much tansy, tansy is very, very strong, you could only
put in a little so you wanted a hint. That worked with the muttony flavour of the sheep's blood
and you could see why they'd put in originally.
193 .MM:

To be honest, I ate drisheen for the first time last year.

194.DR:

You wish you hadn't (laugh).

195.MM: I thought it taste, to be honest, I thought it tasted of Fairy (washing up) Liquid to be
honest. Not that I was ever eating Fairy Liquid but I can image .....
196.DR:

It's muttony

197 .MM:

Mutton is nice but there was texture ..... I love black pudding.

198.DR:
It's like a creme caramel in texture and it mustn't boil. It mustn't boil. If it boils, it
toughens and it's no use, throw it away. The other thing we had to be extremely careful on how
we did that as well. We used to do the Cote de Boeufthen from Troisgros. We used to age the
ribs for three weeks after they were aged by the butcher, the butcher would age them I think for
about ten days or something like that and we'd hang them then for three weeks and they were
totally, totally black and then we'd trim off and you'd do it about that thick leaving the rib bone in
it, season it and seal it both sides and into the oven on the pan and when it was rare, we wouldn't
serve it any other way except rare. Up to the table, carve it at the table, carve it right across the
grain and we used to do a sauce Beaujolais a Ia moelle with that. You take a big pot of beef stock,
you know, really good marrow bones.
199.MM:

And take the marrow out?

200.DR:
Sometimes, yes but I mean we'd get two lots of marrow, you know, one to do the moelle
and one to leave in the bones and we'd brown the bones and this was one of the things I learnt in
Troisgros 'don't let the fucking stock boil'. They used to have it trembling, and what they would
have, is they would have pots all over the place, all trembling and they used to put wire racks on
top of them and you'd sit things in the warmth up there, but these were all going all the time and
reduce, reduce, reduce and we used to do a pot down to that and then we'd take red wine from that
down to that, and you'd marry the two and manter au beurre and there was your sauce. There was
no thickening whatsoever, absolutely none.
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201 .MM:

The natural gelatine on reduction, yeah?

202.DR:
And then we'd put in the beef marrow then at the last second and this was again
Troisgros genius as far as I was concerned. You had to get an acidity to the sauce that was cut by
the beef marrow. It was there for a reason, you know, there was nothing done for show in a
Troisgros kitchen.
203 .MM: It was there for a reason . Yesterday my second years, we were doing Italian cookery. We
made Osso Bucca and you realise how important the gremolata is. It's the sharpness of the lemon.
204.DR:

It is, absolutely, critical, it just totally .....

205 .MM:

It marries the whole lot together. It's just with the risotto.

206.DR:

As far as I'm concerned 'there's only one risotto to serve with it, that's a saffron risotto .

207.MM:

Yeah that's what we did.

208.DR:

That works with it as well.

209 .MM:

There's thought of a subtle .. ...

210.DR:

Absolutelymagic.

211.MM: I said to the students I said 'we talk about molecular gastronomy, listen, that dish, you've
all tasted it, you now know why classical cuisine will never die, because it's good, those classic.'
212.DR:
But I mean I remember the first Pesto Genovese I made, pounding the fresh basil in a
(pestle and) mortar with the garlic and I didn't use, what is it (pecorino) sardo, I used parmesan
but just seeing all the basil leaves disappearing; but what came out of it, magic, my God. That
was the days before Magimixes!!!
213 .MM:

The old robo-coupe.

214.DR:
But it was great. That was one of the things I brought back from France was a roube
coupe. A two horse power one. It was a big one. I still have it down in the basement.
215.MM: The guy who started, this guy he actually made it, he started off Roger Verge, he started
off as a salesman selling robo-coupe's. That was his job. That's what he did, he went around all
the kitchens selling and he used to demo's and sell them and then he got into the business.
216.DR:

I still have mine in the basement. It was a good invention. We had a stainless steel bowl.

217 .MM:

When did you finish up here and why did you finish up?

218 .DR:
Staffing was a major problem. I couldn't get the skilled staff I needed in the kitchen in
particular.
End of Tape, End oflnterview
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